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The Camisole

Camis are key to pulling together a
ofﬁce-ready look. They are a great
foundation piece. Wear it under a
sheer blouse or suit jacket. Choose
neutral colors such as white, black,
chocolate or cream, it is always a
perfect piece to polish off your
look. Our camisole is from Target
for $9.00.
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The Blouse

Opt for a silky blouse to create a
sassy silhouette. Pair it with delicate
heels for a super-chic look, or sleek
skirt to maximize your womanly
curves. Blouses can be voluminous
or slim. For most women, it’s best
to keep it simple and delicate. Our
blouse is from Old Navy for $8.00.
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The Tee
The perfect cotton tee is the go-to item in
your closet (especially when everything
else is at the dry-cleaners). Go with a
classic white or a bold color. Tees with
nice details or embellishments can dress
up the Tee so that you can go easily from
work to cocktail hour. Our tee
is from J.Crew for $26.50
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The Button-Down Dress Shirt
Don’t misjudge the button-down. It can be classic, preppy,
professional, demure, sexy, up-town or down-town. This
may be the most versatile piece in your closet. Period.
Look for non-boxy shapes that contour your body and don’t
pull at the chest. Stretch fabrics also help with ﬁt. Our
dress shirt is from 9tailors for $79.00.
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The Ballet Flat

Comfort and style are never usually
uttered in the same sentence. But,
thank the ladies in the tutus for giving
us a functional, yet pretty addition to our
wardrobe. Wear ﬂats with slim or skinny
pants and give your feet a break! Our
ballet ﬂat is from Target for $13.00.
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The Pencil Skirt

The Cardigan
We don’t always have control over the ofﬁce
thermostat. So, the cardigan is the perfect
layering piece. Wear this over a dress, skirt or
pair of pants. We guarantee that it will be the
MVP in your closet. Choose hues in neutral or
bright colors. This is one piece that will surely
have you wanting more. Our cardigan is from
H&M for $28.00.
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THE LBD (little black dress)
The LBD is not only beautiful, but
also functional. It can go from day to
night depending on the accessories
you wear with it! A black wrap
dress is a ﬂattering cut for many
body types. Subtle textures and
ruching are also excellent ways
to look stylish while camouﬂaging
lumps and bumps. Try a pair of
siren red patent pumps to add
allure to basic black, or layer
chains, baubles or pearls aplenty
around
a
décolletage-baring
neckline to transform your look
from conventional class to modern
sass. Our LBD is from net-a-porter.
com for $90.00.

The LBH (little black heel)
Pointed or rounded toe pumps can help you step
out in style. Heels can not only elevate the look of
your outﬁt (from casual chic to formal fancy), but
also elevate your body...literally (everyone needs
a little help with height)! Start off with a basic
black in a soft, supple leather and a kitten heel.
Then, play around with color, texture, height, etc.
Our LBH is from Nordstrom for $79.00.

A pencil skirt never goes out of style! Wear it
with the ﬂowy blouse or the camisole under
a cardigan or suit jacket. It’s also the ideal
silhouette for most body types. Wear it for work
and every day to pull your look together in no
time ﬂat. Our skirt is from Shopruche.com for
$30.00.

The Power Suit
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A ﬁtted jacket with straight or boot cut
pants and skirt is the key piece to every
woman’s working wardrobe. Mix and
match the pieces together or apart to
maximize your “ROI.” Choose a highquality, lightweight wool or techno-ﬁber
in a contemporary cut. A blouse, tailored
silk or cotton-sateen tops can enliven this
ofﬁce look and add a modern twist to the
standard suit. Take off your jacket, slip on
some heels, and change your day bag
to a clutch for a killer night-out look that
still conveys power and style. Our suit is
from my-wardrobe.com for $267.00.
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Key Accessories:
•
•
•
•
•

Silver hoop earrings and pendant
A fantastic bag
A silver watch
A functional and beautiful leather case for work
A brightly colored pashmina that can double as a
wrap and a scarf

TOTAL SPENT: $630.00.
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